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Abstract

U.S. journalism has been tarnished by recent incidents of high-profile deception. This calls for a closer examination of underlying patterns in deceptive news. A fundamental tenet of journalism is that news articles are based on facts, not assumptions or evaluations. A content analysis of recent deceptive news articles found that they contain a lower proportion of report statements (facts) and a higher proportion of both inferential statements (assumptions) and judgment statements (evaluations) than a random sample of ostensibly legitimate articles produced by the same major news organizations during the same time frame. Implications for the practice and future of journalism are discussed.
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Reports, Inferences, and Judgments in Deceptive and Legitimate News Stories

U.S. journalism has been tarnished in recent years by incidents of high-profile deception. Reporters such as Jayson Blair of the *New York Times*, Stephen Glass of the *New Republic*, and Jack Kelley of *USA Today* engaged in numerous fabrications for years before they were finally caught and their deceptions uncovered. Quality journalism claims to distinguish itself from readily available but unchecked information, to attempt to verify its reports, to guard against lazy and sloppy reporters who make unintentional errors and, above all, to weed out reporters who deliberately deceive their audiences. At a time when public trust in journalism is at an all-time low\(^1\), a close examination of underlying patterns in deceptive news seems warranted.

Much attention has been paid to journalists who engaged in deception, to the news organizations for which they worked, and to ethics in journalism generally.\(^2\) However, little attention has been paid to the content of deceptive stories themselves. This study explores how news articles which were later found to be deliberately misleading differ from ostensibly “legitimate” news articles—those not known to be deceptive. (The label “legitimate” is used here merely as a convenience to describe news articles which have not been identified as deceptive.)

A fundamental tenet of journalism is that news articles are based on facts, not assumptions or evaluations.\(^3\) This study tests the notion that deceptive news articles contain a greater proportion of *inferences* (i.e., assumptions) and *judgments* (i.e., evaluations) and a smaller proportion of *reports* (i.e., facts) than do ostensibly legitimate news articles. These hunches are based on the idea that when a reporter fabricates or plagiarizes, that substitutes for the first-hand observations and the interviewing of real sources deemed essential to produce a fair and accurate story. Because of this lack of basic reporting, a reporter who engages in deception is forced to fill in missing information gaps by making inferences. A deceptive
reporter might try to present at least some of these inferences as reports, but they are *false* reports. Other inferences are likely to be passed on unchanged. This should result in a greater proportion of inference statements in deceptive news than is likely to be found in an article composed only of pertinent first-hand observations and interviews with sources.

In addition, because some inferences, especially stereotypical ones, are negative, such inferences may turn into judgmental statements, as well. If it is true that deceptive news contains a lower proportion of report statements than does ostensibly legitimate news then this finding will reinforce the importance of reporters making first-hand observations, conducting interviews with real sources, and otherwise following long-standing professional norms.

**Statement types**

Journalists are familiar with the distinction between fact and opinion and, therefore, have little difficulty distinguishing between a report and a judgment. Journalists have been taught to stick to the facts and to leave their opinions at home. “To exchange information,” Hayakawa and Hayakawa⁴ wrote, “the basic symbolic act is the *report* of what we have seen, heard, or felt.” They defined a report as a statement capable of verification: “The room is getting hotter.” We can record temperatures and determine to what extent this statement rings true. This is not to say that all reports *are* verified, only that in theory they have the potential to be verified. A *judgment*, in contrast, is a statement of favor or disfavor: “The air conditioner is lousy.” These definitions coincide well with terms journalists use to describe the reporting function: Gather facts. Attribute information to sources. Let sources give their facts and opinions, and you, the reporter, report them. Accurate and fair news stories generally are short on judgments and long on reports.⁵

The third type of statement is less familiar but also affects the quality of reporting. An *inference* is a statement about the unknown based on the known. Any statement about the future
is an inference: “The meeting will be held tomorrow.” Attribution, however, turns this inference into a report: “The mayor said the meeting will be held tomorrow.” All assumptions are inferences: “The air conditioner must be broken.” Perhaps the air conditioner is turned off or you have a fever. Any statement about how someone feels or believes is an inference: “She was happy.” She could have been faking or we could have misread signals. “She believes in the right to …”: We do not know what she believes. We know what she said she believes; we can report that. Hayakawa and Hayakawa maintained that communicators do not pay enough attention to their use of inferences and that reporting suffers from overuse of inferences.

Journalists and educators have codified these ideas into professional norms. Reporters are taught to include verifiable information in stories, to attribute information to sources, and to keep their opinions and judgments out of stories unless they have a compelling reason to do otherwise. Since accurate and fair stories are believed to be based predominantly on reports, the accuracy and fairness of a story is likely to suffer as inferences and judgments increase.

**Questions of media bias**

Analyses based on the use of the three statement types have been used to examine questions of media bias for many years and across a wide range of topics. Among the issues that have been explored using this approach are German unification, the environment, race relations, and agriculture. Such research primarily has tested bias in newspaper or wire service copy, but studies also have analyzed television news transcripts and blog posts. One of the most recent and notable studies of this kind was Sweetser’s examination of bloggers who were given media credentials to the 2004 Democratic and Republican national conventions. She used the Hayakawa–Lowry bias categories, quantitatively categorizing blog posts into eight groups: reports (attributed, unattributed), inferences (labeled, unlabeled), and judgments (attributed and
favorable, unattributed and favorable, attributed and unfavorable, unattributed and unfavorable).

Such a complex accounting of each sentence in the text, however, is not necessary to measure accurately the reports, inferences, and judgments in a news article. Lowry\textsuperscript{14} himself reduced his analysis to simply reports, inferences, and judgments, and Sweetser\textsuperscript{15} also collapsed her results to examine them via that three-part (as opposed to an eight-part) categorization.

This longstanding technique for analyzing news bias through the use of reports, inferences, and judgments allows us to consider, in a new way, a recent rash of high-profile deception in U.S. journalism. In doing so, we make a fresh and distinct contribution to the academic literature on media bias, which has tended to focus on manifestations of political slant.\textsuperscript{16} If fair and accurate news stories presumably are based on reports, sourcing their material and avoiding opinions, what of the demonstrably deceptive news stories of late? If deceptive journalists are not constrained by professional norms of factual reporting, to what extent is this reflected in their use of reports, inferences, and judgments, relative to that of their “legitimate” colleagues?

\textit{Deceptive news}

Errors occur in journalism and while some, like typographical errors, can be annoying, we prefer not to think of them as “deceptive.” Other errors, however, can be misleading in more than a trivial way such that readers might feel deceived. Articles that contain such deliberate errors we call “deceptive news.” Deceptive news results from a disregard of one or more journalistic professional norms, often taking the form of fabrication or plagiarism. Deceptive newspaper and wire stories usually have corrections appended to them, identifying the deception. We define a deceptive news story as one that deliberately misleads audiences.
Deceptive news articles range in their levels of deception but all suffer from the same basic problem. Either in part or whole, at least one element of the story is missing. One made-up quote from one made-up source means a reporter must fill in missing information gaps created by the failure to interview a real source and get a real quote. Instead of communicating what has been observed, one must resort to relating what one thinks the situation is. Plagiarism also substitutes for first-hand observation, and has the same effect.

Interestingly, very little empirical exploration of the content of deceptive news has been conducted. What work has been done, however, indicates that the products of news deception are alike in notable ways. On average, deceptive news stories and news columns appear on the front page more often and are longer than ostensibly legitimate ones. They also contain more sources and more ethnically diverse sources, and more direct quotations. Such differences are relatively easy to explain. If a reporter is going to make up a quote, a source or an entire story then why not make up exceptional ones, thereby delivering what appears to be an enterprising story worthy of prominent display?

Unintentional effects

Besides these presumably intentional effects, deception also has a presumably unintentional effect. Deceptive news articles contain more stereotypes than legitimate stories. What explains this difference? One theory is that reporters who make things up or steal the words of others are avoiding shoe-leather journalism, that is, the legwork necessary to make accurate and fair observations. Consequently, deceptive news stories and news columns must somehow compensate for weak reporting.

Anecdotal evidence about recent cases of deceptive reporting supports this theory. When a reporter was sent to a city 1,800 miles away to cover a story, instead he relaxed at home. He
took material from another reporter’s story and he apparently used unauthorized access to his newspaper’s photo archive to add descriptions. Other authors of deceptive news stories also admitted cutting corners. A reporter who made up a source to say just the right thing in a news column said she did so to make the story more compelling. She said she “tweaked” some of her stories to make them “indelibly impressive.” Another reporter said the untrue information contained in a news magazine cover story resulted from an effort to use literary devices to provide a “higher truth.” While techniques of literature are used in literary journalism, the latter is still journalism and thereby expected to deal only with nonfiction. Having convinced his editors to send him to Africa to cover a story and having then discovered that it was less of a story than he had promised, the reporter turned in an account which the magazine later disavowed. In all of these cases, the resulting stories contained information that was not only false but stereotypical.

Deceptive news articles are compelled to fill in the missing information gaps left by the lack of legwork journalism. The holes in the story are filled with assumptions, and sometimes these are stereotypical. This supports the social psychological principle of the automaticity of stereotypes. Generally, humans process information elaborately when able and motivated, but heuristically when unable and unmotivated. Consequently, humans are likely to engage in stereotypical thinking unless able and motivated to avoid it. When able and motivated to communicate legitimate news, reporters make first-hand observations and interview witnesses, trying to produce an accurate and fair rendition of events. To make up for their lack of reporting, reporters who are not so able or motivated fall back on stereotypical thinking.

*Why more inferences and judgments*
If the missing information gaps left by the deceptive reporter’s lack of legwork journalism is filled with assumptions then there should be a greater proportion of inferences in deceptive stories. Likewise, since deceptive stories contain more stereotypes and since stereotypes are inferences, it follows that deceptive stories should contain more inferences. Furthermore, since stereotypes also tend to be negative, deceptive stories might contain more judgments, as well. Lasorsa and Dai\textsuperscript{31} found that deceptive news is more negative in tone than legitimate news. This negativity could be conveyed in the form of judgmental statements.

Through deception, however, a reporter can turn an inference or a judgment into a report. In other words, a deceptive reporter can easily falsify reports. When reporters fabricate and plagiarize they presumably intend to “improve” the appearance of their work, to increase its appeal. Since quality journalism is believed to be grounded in reports rather than inferences and judgments, reporters can be expected to seek to present as many relevant reports as possible. Furthermore, since deceptive news articles are known to contain more direct quotations and more sources than do legitimate stories,\textsuperscript{32} and since direct quotations are by definition reports, and since sources are used to attribute information (i.e., make reports), it is likely that deceptive stories contain more reports than do legitimate stories.

However, while legitimate news articles are about the known, deceptive news stories are not. A reporter may try to make a deception \textit{appear} to be about the known but nonetheless deceptive stories, like inference statements, are literally about the unknown. Therefore, we contend that if a reporter does not make a concerted effort to avoid the inferences on which their work rests then those inferences are likely to creep into their work. Just as deceptive news articles tend to contain more stereotypes, we expect that they also are likely to contain more inferences. The story that brought down New York Times reporter Jayson Blair mistakenly
assumed that patio furniture would be on the patio. The reporter from whom Blair plagiarized knew that this seemingly innocent inference was incorrect. As Blair’s reporting deceptions increased, he became increasingly adept at making inferences.

Because deceptive stories tend to be longer than legitimate ones, they are likely to contain more statements of all three types. However, and more importantly, we suspect that the proportion of reports to inferences and judgments will be lower in deceptive stories than in legitimate ones. This hunch is based on the idea that when reporters produce deceptive news they are likely to make assumptions. They are forced to fill in information gaps created by their lack of first-hand observing and interviewing of knowledgeable sources. They often fill in the missing information by jumping to a conclusion (i.e., making an inference). Hayakawa maintained that communicators should make concerted efforts to avoid using inferences and that careless communicators often are unaware they are making them.

It is also possible that deceptive reporters are more lax generally about the types of statements they use because they do not care much about the accuracy and fairness of their stories. If this is true then we should see a disproportionate use not only of inferences but of judgments in deceptive news. These ideas led us to the following hypotheses:

H1: Deceptive news stories and news columns will contain a larger proportion of inferences and a smaller proportion of reports than will ostensibly legitimate news stories and news columns.

H2: Deceptive news stories and news columns will contain a larger proportion of judgments and a smaller proportion of reports than will ostensibly legitimate news stories and news columns.

Norms and constraints of newswork
We present these hypotheses with a caveat, however. Like others in the social sciences, these hypotheses attempt to examine a particular facet of human phenomena, and therefore cannot fully reflect the complexity of the news production process as a whole. We acknowledge that the narrative shape and subtle nuances of any news article—not to mention the very definition of “news” itself—reflect the forces that went into its creation, from the influence of individual predispositions and organizational routines, to issues of sourcing patterns and socio-cultural constraints. Therefore, in addition to the professional norm of fact-checking, due-diligence journalism, there are a variety of factors, some more obvious than others, that contribute to the ultimate shaping of news texts, as several decades of media sociology research has confirmed. (see, e.g., Berkowitz, 1997; Benson, 2004; Fishman, 1980; Gans, 1979; Reese, 1990; Ryfe, 2006, 2009; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996; Tuchman, 1978).

Much of this literature, particularly the influential newsroom ethnographies of the 1970s, has emphasized the “constructivist” nature of news, challenging the notion that journalists simply gather “facts” that exist “out there” and are waiting to be discovered and packaged for tidy distribution. Indeed, contemporary journalism has an uneasy relationship with the highly contested and ideologically sensitive terrain of “facts,” “truth,” and “objectivity.” This is particularly true as the profession’s claims to authority are eroded amid the decline of legacy news media and the concurrent rise of bloggers and citizen journalists who find legitimacy through authenticity. Nevertheless, even while few observers would claim that journalism is a perfectly objective portrayal of a reality “out there,” the professional norm of truth-telling, of communicating factual reports over inferences and judgments, remains a canonical feature of deontological journalism. Thus, recognizing the enduring relevance of fact-seeking in journalism, we attempt to examine the breakdown in usage type—i.e., the proportion of reports
to inference and judgment statements—in the comparative contexts of deceptive and legitimate news.

**Method**

In order to examine the extent to which deceptive news relies upon inferences and judgments at the expense of reports, a set of news stories and news columns known to be deceptive was compared to a set of ostensibly non-deceptive news stories and news columns produced by the same news organizations over the same time period.

An online search for locating recent cases of deceptive reporting was conducted using the Lexis-Nexis database. An effort was made to identify reporters who engaged in deception and about whom essential information relating to their deceptive activities was available (e.g., when the deception occurred, the article in which the deception occurred, the nature of the deception, how the organization uncovered the deception, what the organization did about the deception). This led to the identification of high-profile journalists working for five major American news organizations: the Associated Press wire service, the *Boston Globe* daily newspaper, the *New Republic* monthly newsmagazine, the *New York Times* daily newspaper, and the *USA Today* daily newspaper. This does not mean that these five news organizations harbored or cultivated deceptive reporters. Quite to the contrary, these news organizations showed themselves to be particularly open regarding cases of deception they uncovered. It is possible that other cases of reporting deception were even more extensive but occurred at news organizations less willing to publicize it. We analyzed all the known deceptive news stories and news columns written by these high-profile reporters between the years 1998 and 2004, a total of 181 articles.\(^{41}\)

These deceptive news articles were compared to a random sample of ostensibly “legitimate” ones produced by the same news organizations. The legitimate content was sampled
by taking two constructed weeks for each publication for each of two years, 1998 and 2004, a sampling method recommended by Riffe, Lacy and Fico \(^{42}\) for this type of content. Because *USA Today* is published only Monday through Fridays, the total number of stories sampled from it was 20. For the other newspapers and the wire service, the total number of stories sampled for each was 28. For the monthly newsmagazine, the total number of stories sampled was 24. The sample thus consisted of a total of 128 ostensibly legitimate news stories and news columns.

Trained coders read each story and identified each sentence as a report statement, an inference statement or a judgment statement. Sentences that contained any judgments, regardless of any inferences or reports, were coded as judgment statements. Sentences that contained any inferences but no judgments were coded as inference statements. Sentences that contained only reports were coded as report statements. Inter-coder reliability for the statement type variable was calculated using Cronbach’s kappa statistic, a more conservative measure than simple percentage of agreement because it gives no credit for chance agreement. Two coders independently coded 20 percent of the 309 total news stories and news columns (N = 62). Inter-coder reliability was .81, an indication of considerable reliability.

The proportions of report, inference and judgment statements within each story was calculated by dividing the total number of each statement type in a story by the total number of sentences in that story. For example, a story containing 20 total sentences, 15 of which are report statements, consists of 75 percent reports.

The independent variable in this study is at the nominal level of measurement: stories were categorized as either deceptive or legitimate. The dependent variables in this study are at the ratio level of measurement: the proportions of reports, inferences and judgments in each
story. Therefore, to determine how statistically significant the differences between the deceptive and legitimate article are, an appropriate analytic tool is the independent sample t-test.

**Results**

As expected, the 181 deceptive news stories and news columns contained more reports, inferences and judgments than did the 128 ostensibly legitimate ones. The deceptive articles contained an average of 52.1 report statements while the legitimate stories contained only 30.6. The deceptive articles contained an average of 9.6 inference statements, compared to 4.3 in the legitimate articles. The deceptive articles contained an average of 5.6 judgment sentences while the legitimate stories contained only 2.2.

Because deceptive news stories tend to be longer than legitimate ones, however, it was necessary to control for story length. Thus, the proportions of reports, inferences and judgments in each story were taken. When story length was taken into account, the picture changed dramatically. Compared to the ostensibly legitimate news stories and news columns, the deceptive ones contained a lower percentage of report statements. The legitimate stories contained an average of 82.8 percent report statements, while the deceptive stories contained an average of only 76.9 percent. The legitimate and deceptive stories also differed in their proportions of inference statements. The deceptive stories contained an average of 15.3 percent inference statements, while the legitimate stories contained an average of only 11.6 percent. Furthermore, the news stories and news articles also differed in their proportions of judgment statements. The deceptive stories contained an average of 7.8 percent judgment statements, compared to an average of only 5.6 percent in the legitimate stories (see Table 1).

**Discussion**
Since deceptive news stories and news columns tend to be longer than legitimate ones, it is not surprising that they contain more of each of the three types of statements. What is enlightening, however, is the ratio of report statements to inference and judgment statements. That the deceptive stories contained a lower proportion of report statements and a higher proportion of both inference and judgment statements suggests that the writing of deceptive stories somehow affects the use of statement types in news stories and news columns.

In noting these findings, however, we must account for the complexities at play. First, different types of publications would be expected to produce different levels of inferences (and judgments). For example, the *New Republic* news magazine would reasonably take more liberties with inferences than the *Associated Press* wire service, which seeks to provide a more “objective” portrayal of facts. We attempted to account for such distinctions by drawing randomized samples of ostensibly “legitimate” news articles from both outlets, in such a way as to favor neither one. Furthermore, the overwhelming majority of statements in deceptive stories are reports. This reminds us that, just because there is a slightly higher number of inferences in deceptive stories, it does not automatically follow that the inferences are where the core of deception resides. Nevertheless, that there is a significant difference at all in the proportion of inferences in legitimate versus deceptive stories suggests that, on balance, deception is more likely to appear in reporters’ assumptions. Finally, the relatively narrow differences in proportions of reports, inferences and judgments between legitimate and deceptive stories indicate that these distinctions may be rather subtle, even while they are statistically significant. Further research would do well to puzzle out these differences in more detail.

The deceptive stories studied here were all written by reporters working for large, prestigious, nationally known news organizations. These reporters were selected for study
precisely because more information was available about them than other reporters. In this sense, they were “high-profile” reporters. Previous research found deceptive stories to be longer\textsuperscript{43} and on the front page more often;\textsuperscript{44} likewise, one reason the deceptive articles might contain a greater percentage of both inferences and judgments is that such reporters may be given more leeway in their writing than other reporters. All of these reporters were seasoned journalists with relatively long reporting careers. Some even were regarded as “stars” in their newsrooms. Not counting previous journalistic experience, the reporters who wrote these 181 deceptive stories worked for their news organization between four and 25 years. They averaged 10.7 years with their news organization.\textsuperscript{45}

Perhaps these reporters were able to take advantage of their positions to make inferences and judgments more freely than either their lower-profile counterparts or reporters at less prestigious news organizations. Future studies might explore whether deceptive news produced at smaller and less well-known publications differs from the deceptive news studied here. (One problem with this approach is the difficulty of uncovering much information about deception at such publications, which is one reason why this study focused on deception at major news organizations.) It would also be enlightening to examine the characteristics of deceptive journalism produced by other news media (e.g., television news) or by other kinds of news workers (e.g., bloggers), as well as deceptive news at publications in other countries besides the United States.\textsuperscript{46}

Furthermore, it is important to recognize that journalism does not occur in a vacuum. Value-neutral “facts” are not simply waiting to be collected, in some antiseptic fashion, by neatly objective reporters—despite, perhaps, some professional claims to the contrary. Throughout the assembly, packaging and presentation of news, there are a host of factors—from individual and
organizational routines, on up to professional culture and ideological constraints—that contribute to shaping the final product.\textsuperscript{47} Moreover, as media become digitized and commoditized in the 21st century, the once-stable environment for news production has become ever more complex, particularly as U.S. journalists operate under increasingly precarious work conditions.\textsuperscript{48} This discussion of the socio-cultural context for newswork serves to remind us that the use of reports, inferences, and judgments in news reports does not merely occur at the level of the individual reporter, but indeed connects with larger forces at work in journalism and society. Nevertheless, precisely because those socio-cultural conditions are relatively constant for U.S. journalists, we can reliably investigate the extent to which there are differences in usage between deceptive and legitimate news.

Despite its limitations, this study supports our general theory that deceptive journalism, because it relies on some element of assumption and falsification, is associated with a greater use of inferences and judgments. That is, when journalists avoid the “shoe-leather” reporting necessary to make fair and accurate observations, invariably they must rely on heuristic devices, such as stereotypes,\textsuperscript{49} to fill in the information gaps. Unless a reporter is both able and motivated to produce a legitimate story, that reporter is more likely to succumb to weak reporting. Reporting, after all and above all, means the communication of reports.

More broadly, we can apply this line of theorizing to the present challenges facing legacy news organizations. Across-the-industry staffing cutbacks and bureau closings have complicated the process of “witnessing”\textsuperscript{50} that is so central to journalistic authenticity and authority.\textsuperscript{51} Today, it is less likely that professional journalists, as a whole, will bear “witness,” in person, to any given event or potential news source in society; and yet it is more likely that they (indeed, all of us) may bear witness to events and source material \textit{virtually}, because of the ubiquity of
broadcast-capable technologies in the hands of ordinary people. These developments raise questions about the future of shoe-leather reporting in the digital age: e.g., if journalists are not so able or compelled to witness something in person, how does that affect their use of reports, inferences, and judgments to describe the scene?

Ultimately, these findings squarely reinforce the importance of reporters making first-hand observations, conducting interviews with credible sources, and otherwise following the long-standing professional norms that journalists believe will allow them to compose accurate and fair news accounts. In today’s media landscape, where consumers are confronted with an overwhelming amount of information of widely varying validity and reliability, the importance of quality journalism is hard to underestimate.
### TABLE 1

*Proportions of reports, inferences and judgments, by story legitimacy*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reports</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimate Stories</td>
<td>.828</td>
<td>.145</td>
<td>2.878</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceptive Stories</td>
<td>.769</td>
<td>.196</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inferences</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimate Stories</td>
<td>.116</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>2.572</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceptive Stories</td>
<td>.153</td>
<td>.136</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Judgments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimate Stories</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>2.252</td>
<td>.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceptive Stories</td>
<td>.078</td>
<td>.088</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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